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SUBCRITICAL BIFURCATIONS IN THE KURAMOTO MODEL WITH
POSITIVE COUPLING
TIMOTHY FERGUSON1
Abstract. The Kuramoto model is a standard model for the dynamics of coupled oscillator
networks. In particular, it is used to study long time behavior such as phase-locking where all
oscillators rotate at a common frequency with fixed angle differences. It has been observed
that phase-locking occurs if the natural frequencies of the oscillators are sufficiently close
to each other, and doesn’t if they aren’t. Intuitively, the closer the natural frequencies
are to each other the more stable the system is. In this paper, we study the Kuramoto
model on ring networks with positive coupling between the oscillators and derive a criterion
for a bifurcation in which two branches of phase-locked solutions collide as we increase
the coupling strengths. Furthermore, we state a criterion for when one of these branches
consists of stable phase-locked solutions. In this case stability is lost as the positive coupling
is increased. We then apply our criteria to show that for any size of the ring network
there always exists choices of the natural frequencies and coupling strengths so that this
bifurcation occurs. (We require at least five oscillators for one branch to consist of stable
phase-locked solutions.) Finally, we conjecture that generically our bifurcation is locally a
subcritical bifurcation and globally an S-curve. (In the case where one branch consists of
phase-locked solutions, an S-curve results in bistability i.e. the existence of two distinct
stable phase-locked solutions.) Finally, we note that our methods are constructive.
Keywords. Kuramoto model, fixed points, bifurcations, stability
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1. Introduction
The Kuramoto model is a model for the dynamics of oscillator networks, or more generally, networks of
involving periodic components. In particular, it is used to study synchronization whereby the individual
oscillators act in unison and rotate at a common frequency rather than rotate at their initial individual
frequencies. The Kuramoto model was first defined by Y. Kuramoto in 1984 in [12] and has many practical
applications to periodic phenomena. Examples from physics and engineering include generators in the power
grid [7] and laser arrays [10] while examples from biology include pacemaker cells in the heart [14] and
flashing colonies of fireflies [3]. For a more complete discussion of synchronization as well as a history of the
development of the Kuramoto model see [1,16,17]. The Kuramoto model on a ring network with n oscillators
is the system of n coupled non-linear differential equations
dθi
dt
“ ωi ` σpγi`1,i sinpθi`1 ´ θiq ` γi´1,i sinpθi´1 ´ θiqq for i P t1, . . . , nu (1.1)
where θi denotes the phase angle of the ith oscillator, ωi the natural frequency of the ith oscillator, and
γi´1,i “ γi,i´1 ą 0 represents strength of the coupling between θi´1 and θi. (Throughout we will always
interpret indices modulo n.) Note that the right hand side of (1.1) naturally breaks up into two contributions.
The first contribution is the natural frequency ωi which determines the behavior of θi without any coupling.
The second contribution is the term γi`1,i sinpθi`1´ θiq`γi´1,i sinpθi´1´ θiq which determines the behavior
of θi due to its interaction with θi´1 and θi`1. The parameter σ ą 0 allows us to change the relative strengths
of these two contributions. It is well-known that if σ is sufficiently large, then the Kuramoto model (1.1) has
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2 TIMOTHY FERGUSON1
a unique stable fixed point to which all solutions converge. In this case all oscillators rotate at a common
rate and we say that the system synchronizes. For results concerning the critical value of σ for the onset
of synchronization as well as estimates for specific network structures see [4–6, 19, 20]. For smaller values
of σ clusters of the network may synchronize to different frequencies. See [8] for diagrams illustrating this
phenomenon. In particular, these diagrams illustrate bifurcations that occur when two or more synchronized
clusters become a single larger synchronized cluster.
It is natural to ask what kind of bifurcations can occur in the Kuramoto model as we change the parameter
σ. In particular, we will focus on bifurcations involving phase-locked solutions i.e. solutions for which all
oscillators rotate at a common frequency with fixed angle differences. In Figure 1a we give an example
plot of all phase-locked solutions as we vary σ. In order to visualize these plots we represent a phase-
locked solution by its order parameter r “ 1n
∣∣∣∣řni“1 eθi?´1∣∣∣∣ which is a measure of the solutions level of
synchronization. One might expect that increasing σ will only create rather than destroy stability of phase-
locked solutions. However, this is not always the case. For example, Terada, Ito, Aoyagi, and Yamaguchi [18]
numerically discovered a subcritical saddle-node bifurcation whereby a stable phase-locked solution collides
with a 1-saddle. They did this by choosing the natural frequencies from a bimodal distribution. In fact, their
saddle-node bifurcation is part of a larger object called an S-curve which is discussed in [9] and illustrated
in Figure 1b. (Note that for values of σ slightly less than one the S-curve in Figure 1b results in bistability,
namely, the existence of two distinct stable phase-locked solutions.)
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Figure 1. (A) A plot of all phase-locked solutions of the Kuramoto model (1.1) with pω1, ω2, ω3q “
p1, 0,´1q and pγ1, γ2, γ3q “ p1, 1, 1q for a range of values of σ. A phase-locked solution pθ1, θ2, θ3q is
represented by its order parameter r. (B) A plot of phase-locked solutions of the Kuramoto model
(1.1) with pω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5q “ p´0.69, 0.69, 0, 0, 0q and pγ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5q “ p0.20, 1, 1, 1, 1q for a
range of values of σ. The plot contains a local subcritical saddle-node bifurcation at σ “ 1 which
is a part of a global S-curve. For values of σ slightly less than one there are two distinct stable
phase-locked solutions.
In Section 2 we give a criterion for the Kuramoto model (1.1) to have a bifurcation in which two branches
of phase-locked solutions collide as σ increases. We conjecture that this bifurcation is generically a subcritical
saddle-node bifurcation. In addition, we give a sufficient condition for one of these branches to consist of
stable phase-locked solutions. We end the section by applying this criterion to prove that for every n ě 3
there exists values of ω and γ for which the Kuramoto model (1.1) exhibits this bifurcation. We also show
for n ě 5 that this can be done so that one branch consists of stable phase-locked solutions. We end this
section by presenting our methods as a constructive algorithm.
In Section 3 we discuss additional questions and future work. We defer proofs to the appendix.
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2. Notation and Main Results
In this section we introduce all relevant notations and definitions as well as state our main results. In
general we defer the proofs of our results to the appendix.
Because we are only considering ring networks we let ei “ pi, i ` 1q denote the ith edge in the network,
ηi “ θi`1´θi the angle difference along the ith edge, and γi “ γi`1,i the coupling strength along the ith edge.
For simplicity we further define the vector quantities ω “ pω1, . . . , ωnq, γ “ pγ1, . . . , γnq, θ “ pθ1, . . . , θnq,
and η “ pη1, . . . , ηnq. With this notation we can rewrite (1.1) as
dθi
dt
“ ωi ` σpγi sin ηi ´ γi´1 sin ηi´1q for i P t1, . . . , nu. (2.1)
This leads to the following definitions.
Definition 1. Define the vector-valued function gp¨,γq : Rn Ñ Rn by
gpθ,γqi :“ ´γi sin ηi ` γi´1 sin ηi´1
and define the matrix-valued Jacobian Jp¨,γq : Rn Ñ Rnˆn by
Jpθ,γqij :“ BBθj gpθ,γqi “
$’’’&’’’%
´γi cos ηi if j “ i` 1,
γi cos ηi ` γi´1 cos ηi´1 if j “ i,
´γi´1 cos ηi´1 if j “ i´ 1,
0 otherwise.
Furthermore, let P be an pn´ 1q ˆ n matrix with rows which form an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal
complement 1K where 1 “ p1, . . . , 1qJ.
With this notation we can rewrite (1.1) as the vector equation
dθ
dt
“ ω ´ σgpθ,γq. (2.2)
Note that we chose the sign of gpθ,γq to simplify computations later on. Now a phase-locked solution
has the form θptq “ ω1t ` θ0 where ω “ 1n
řn
i“1 ωi, the mean of ω, is the common frequency of rotation
and θ0 represents the fixed angle differences. By rotating the reference frame we can assume that ω “ 0
without loss of generality. Therefore a phase-locked solution is just a fixed point of the vector equation
σgpθ,γq “ ω. We will call a phase-locked solution stable if it is stable under all mean-zero perturbations,
namely, perturbation orthogonal to 1. This is because gp¨,γq is inherently invariant under translations by
the vector 1. From our choice of sign, we conclude that a phase-locked solution θ is stable if the eigenvalues
λ1, . . . , λn of the Jacobian matrix Jpθ,γq are all positive with the exception of λ1 “ 0 corresponding to the
eigenvector 1. Finally, we note that Jpθ,γq is a Laplacian matrix, namely, a symmetric matrix with mean
zero rows. Laplacian matrices form an important class of matrices and have an important connection to
networks. One of the most famous connections between Laplacian matrices and networks is the Matrix Tree
Theorem [15]. We now state Theorem 1 which is the special case of the famous Matrix Tree Theorem for
ring networks.
Theorem 1 (Matrix Tree Theorem). The reduced determinant satisfies the identities
det
Red
pJpθ,γqq :“ detpPJpθ,γqPJq “ n
nÿ
i“1
ź
j‰i
γj cos ηj “ n
˜
nź
j“1
γj cos ηj
¸
nÿ
i“1
1
γi cos ηi
“
nź
i“2
λi
where λ1, . . . , λn are the eigenvalues of Jpθ,γq and λ1 “ 0 corresponds to the eigenvector 1.
We require one more definition before stating our first theorem.
Definition 2. Define the vector fields vp¨,γq,np¨,γq : Rn Ñ Rn by
vpθ,γq :“ ´PJ adjpPJpθ,γqPJqPgpθ,γq and npθ,γq :“ ∇θ det
Red
pJpθ,γqq (2.3)
where adj is the adjugate matrix. Furthermore, define their inner product
δpθ,γq :“ npθ,γqJvpθ,γq. (2.4)
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Now we can state our first main result Theorem 2 which is a criterion for the Kuramoto model (1.1) to
have a bifurcation in which two branches of phase-locked solutions collide as we increase σ. We defer the
proof of Theorem 2 to the appendix.
Theorem 2. Fix θ0 and γ satisfying
det
Red
pJpθ0,γqq “ 0 and δpθ0,γq ă 0. (2.5)
Furthermore, fix σ0 and set ω “ σ0gpθ0,γq. Then the Kuramoto model (1.1) with parameters ω and γ has a
bifurcation at pθ, σq “ pθ0, σ0q which involves two branches of phase-locked solutions colliding as σ increases
to σ0. Locally one branch satisfies detRedpJpθ,γqq ą 0 and the other detRedpJpθ,γqq ă 0. In addition, if we
suppose that the component-wise vector cosη0 has no zero components, then locally on each branch
#positive eigenvalues of Jpθ,γq “ n`pcosη0q ´
#
1 if p´1qn´n`pcosη0q detRedpJpθ,γqq ą 0,
0 if p´1qn´n`pcosη0q detRedpJpθ,γqq ă 0, (2.6)
where n`pcosη0q is the number of positive components of cosη0. In particular, if n`pcosη0q “ n´ 1, then
a branch of stable phase-locked solutions collide with a branch of 1-saddles.
We note that the bifurcation in Theorem 2 is a subcritical saddle-node bifurcation if there are no other
branches in the bifurcation. This occurs if for each sufficiently small  ą 0 there exists a neighborhood
pθ0, σ0q P U Ď Rn for which
tpθ, σq P U : σgpθ,γq “ ωu “ tpθpsq, σpsqq P Rn : |s| ă u. (2.7)
Now since vpθ0,γq ‰ 0 we see that (2.7) holds if and only if pθ0, σ0q is an isolated zero of the analytic
variety V “ tpθ, σq P Rn`1 : σgpθ,γq “ ω and detRedpJpθ,γqq “ 0u. Of course we mean that pθ0, σ0q is an
isolated zero up to translation of θ0 by multiples of 1. This is true in all of our examples and we conjecture
that it is true in generically. Heuristically, once we remove translation of θ by 1, V is actually an analytic
variety in n variables. Furthermore, σgpθ,γq “ ω contributes n ´ 1 linearly independent equations since
1Jgpθ,γq “ 1Jω “ 0 for all values of θ and γ. Therefore V represents an analytic variety in n variables
and n equations. For an analysis of the Kuramoto model using algebraic geometry see [13].
Now Theorem 2 is a consequence of Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. Fix θ0, γ, and σ0 and set ω “ σ0gpθ0,γq. Then there exists a unique analytic vector-valued
function θp¨q “ θp¨,θ0,γq : RÑ Rn satisfying
dθ
ds
“ vpθpsq,γq (2.8)
with θp0q “ θ0. Now define the analytic scalar-valued function σp¨q “ σp¨,θ0,γ, σ0q : RÑ Rą0 by
σpsq “ σ0 exp
ˆż s
0
det
Red
pJpθps˜q,γqqds˜
˙
. (2.9)
Then we have the following properties:
(1) θpsq is a phase-locked solution of the Kuramoto model (1.1) with fixed parameters ω and γ and
coupling σpsq i.e.
σpsqgpθpsq,γq “ ω (2.10)
for all s P R.
(2) dσds has the same sign as detRedpJpθpsq,γqq.
Essentially, the conditions (2.5) in Theorem 2 cause σpsq in Lemma 3 to have a local maximum at
σp0q “ σ0. We defer the details to the appendix, but give an example illustrating Theorem 2 and Lemma 3.
We start our example by setting
θ0 “ p0.86727, 1.84593, 3.88114q and γ “ p0.55284, 1, 1q. (2.11)
These values were obtained by using Mathematica to minimize δpθ,γq subject to the conditions detRedpJpθ,γqq
“ 0 and γ P r0, 1s3. In fact we have the value δpθ0,γq “ ´0.37347. In Figures 2a and 2b we plot the func-
tions θpsq and σpsq from Lemma 3. In Figure 2c we project the level set detRedpJpθ,γqq “ 0, the normal
vector npθ,γq, and the orbit of θpsq onto the mean-zero plane 1K. Note that the orbit of θpsq just barely
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crosses the level set because it makes an obtuse angle (greater than a right angle) with the normal vector.
This crossing results in the bifurcation and can also been seen in the local maximum of σpsq at s “ 0.
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Figure 2. (A) A plot of θpsq. (B) A plot of σpsq. The dashed red lines indicate the number of
positive eigenvalues of Jpθpsq,γq. The dashed green line is simply to help see that σpsq has a local
maximum at s “ 0.(C) We projected R3 onto the mean-zero plane 1K via the change of variables
φ “ Pθ. The blue “circles” are connected components of the level set detRedpJpθ,γqq “ 0, the
green arrow is the normal vector npθ,γq, and the red curve is the orbit of θpsq.
Now we give another example. This time however our bifurcation will have a branch consisting of stable
phase-locked solutions. In fact, this is the bifurcation shown in Figure 1b. Again we start by setting
θ0 “ p3.80063, 1.47760, 6.77075, 5, 78071, 4.79067q and γ “ p0.20075, 1, 1, 1, 1q. (2.12)
Again, these values were obtained by using Mathematica to minimize δpθ,γq but now subject to the
conditions a1pθ,γq “ 0, aipθ,γq ě 0 for 2 ď i ď 4, and γ P r0, 1s5 where detpλI ´ Jpθ,γqq “ λ5 `ř4
i“1 aipθ,γqp´λqi. In fact we have the value δpθ0,γq “ ´0.70959. Note that a0pθ,γq “ detpJpθ,γqq “ 0
identically and that a1pθ,γq “ 0 is equivalent to detRedpJpθ,γqq “ 0. We also note that these conditions on
the characteristic polynomial imply that Jpθ,γq has two zero eigenvalues (one trivial and one non-trivial)
and that the rest are positive. In Figures 3a and 3b we again plot θpsq and σpsq from Lemma 3. Again we
see that σpsq has a local maximum at s “ 0 and that on one branch Jpθ,γq has four positive eigenvalues
corresponding to stable phase-locked solutions.
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Figure 3. (A) A plot of θpsq. (B) A plot of σpsq. The dashed red lines indicate the number of
positive eigenvalues of Jpθpsq,γq. The dashed green line is simply to help see that σpsq has a local
maximum at s “ 0.
For our next main result we derive a condition on θ0 that guarantees the existence of a γ satisfying the
conditions (2.5) in Theorem 2. Before we can do this, however, we require some definitions and supporting
lemmas. Again we defer the proofs to the appendix.
Definition 3. Define the vector-valued function h : Rn Ñ Rn by
hpxqi “
ź
j‰i
xj . (2.13)
Definition 4. Define the three nˆ n matrices Apθq, B, and Cpθq by
Apθqij :“ n BBθj hpcosηqi Bij :“
$’&’%
1 if i “ j ` 1,
´1 if i “ j,
0 otherwise,
Cpθqij “
#
n
´ř
k‰i
sin ηk
cos ηk
¯
hpcosηqj if i “ j,
´n sin ηicos ηihpcosηqj if i ‰ j.
Note that B is the incidence matrix for a ring network with n vertices and n oriented edges ei “ pi, i ` 1q.
Furthermore, define the two nˆ n matrices Spθq and Tpθq by
Spθq “ n2hpcosηqJhpcosηq and Tpθq “ ApθqpBJq´1Cpθq (2.14)
where pBJq´1 is the pseudo-inverse of BJ.
Continuing our example for n “ 3 we have that
Apθq “
¨˝ ´ cos η2 sin η3 cos η3 sin η2 cos η2 sin η3 ´ cos η3 sin η2
cos η3 sin η1 ´ cos η1 sin η3 ´ cos η3 sin η1 cos η1 sin η3
cos η2 sin η1 cos η1 sin η2 ´ cos η2 sin η1 ´ cos η1 sin η2
‚˛,
B “
¨˝´1 0 1
1 ´1 0
0 1 ´1
‚˛,
Cpθq “
¨˝
3 cos η3 sin η2 ` 3 cos η2 sin η3 ´3 cos η3 sin η1 ´3 cos η2 sin η1
´3 cos η3 sin η2 3 cos η3 sin η1 ` 3 cos η1 sin η3 ´3 cos η1 sin η2
´3 cos η2 sin η3 ´3 cos η1 sin η3 3 cos η2 sin η1 ` 3 cos η1 sin η2
‚˛.
The motivation for Definitions 3 and 4 are the quadratic form identities in Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. We have the quadratic form identities
det
Red
pJpθ,γqq2 “ hpγqJSpθqhpγq and δpθ,γq “ hpγqJTpθqhpγq. (2.15)
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Furthermore, the restriction h : Rną0 Ñ Rną0 is a bijection with inverse
phpxq´1qi “ 1
xi
˜
nź
j“1
xj
¸ 1
n´1
. (2.16)
Next, we combine our matrices Spθq and Tpθq in Definition 5.
Definition 5. Define the parameterized family of symmetric nˆ n matrices Rτ pθq by
Rτ pθq “ Spθqτ ` 1
2
pTpθq `TpθqJq. (2.17)
The motivation for Definition 5 is the identity
hpγqJRτ pθqhpγq “ det
Red
pJpθ,γqq2τ ` δpθ,γq (2.18)
which easily follows from Lemma 4. We now make the observation that if θ0 and γ satisfy (2.5), then
xJRτ pθ0qx ă 0 for all τ where x “ hpγq P Rną0 by Lemma 4. Conversely, we will show that if there exists
vectors xτ P Rně0 such that xJτ Rτ pθ0qxτ {}xτ }21 ă  ă 0 for all sufficiently large τ , then there exists a vector
x P Rną0 such that xJRτ pθ0qx ă 0. By Lemma 4 we can choose γ such that x “ hpγq in which case (2.5)
is satisfied. In order to demonstrate the existence of our vectors xτ P Rně0 we require Lemma 5 which is a
slight modification of a result of Kreps in [11]. Before stating Lemma 5 we first make Definition 6.
Definition 6. Let R be an nˆn matrix and I Ď t1, . . . , nu. Define RI to be the sub-matrix of R with rows
and columns corresponding to the indices in I. In other words, if I “ ti1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă imu, then RI is the mˆm
matrix with entries pRIqk` “ Riki` . Furthermore, given i P I, define RI,i to be the matrix RI with the ith
row replaced by a row of all ones.
Lemma 5. For any symmetric nˆ n matrix R we have the identity
min
xPRně0
xJRx
}x}21
“ min
"
detpRIqř
iPI detpRI,iq
: I Ď t1, . . . , nu satisfies min
iPI detpRI,iq ą 0
*
(2.19)
where }x}1 :“ řni“1 |xi|.
We note that detpRτ pθqIq and detpRτ pθqI,iq are polynomials in τ . In fact, they have degree at most one
since Spθq has rank one. Now in order to apply Lemma 5 we make Definition 7.
Definition 7. Define
Ipθq :“ tI Ď t1, . . . , nu : min
iPI detpRτ pθqI,iq ą 0 for all sufficiently large τu
and for each I P Ipθq define
pIpθq :“
$’’&’’%
1 if limτÑ8 detpRτ pθqIqř
iPI detpRτ pθqI,iq ą 0,
0 if limτÑ8 detpRτ pθqIqř
iPI detpRτ pθqI,iq “ 0,
´1 if limτÑ8 detpRτ pθqIqř
iPI detpRτ pθqI,iq ă 0,
and
qIpθq :“
$’&’%
1 if detpRτ pθqIq ą 0 for all sufficiently large τ ,
0 if detpRτ pθqIq “ 0 for all sufficiently large τ ,
´1 if detpRτ pθqIq ă 0 for all sufficiently large τ ,
and set
∆ppθq :“ mintpIpθq : I P Ipθqu and ∆qpθq :“ mintqIpθq : I P Ipθqu.
The motivation for the definitions of ∆ppθq and ∆qpθq is that they in some sense model the sign of (2.19)
for Rτ pθq for large values of τ . We plot ∆ppθq and ∆qpθq in Figure 4 for n “ 3. Now we can state our next
main result Theorem 6.
Theorem 6. There exists a γ satisfying (2.5) if ∆ppθ0q “ ´1. Conversely, (2.5) is not satisfied for any γ
if ∆qpθ0q P t0, 1u.
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We make a brief comment on the strength of Theorem 6. Now
tθ P Rn : ∆ppθq ‰ ∆qpθqu Ď
ď
IĎt1,...,nu
tθ P Rn : `Ipθq “ 0u (2.20)
where `Ipθq “ limτÑ8 1τ detpRτ pθqIq. This is because detpRτ pθqIq and detpRτ pθqI,iq are polynomials of
degree at most one in τ and therefore pIpθq “ qIpθq if `Ipθq ‰ 0. By properties of the determinant we
know that `Ipθq is a sum of determinants of matrices with entries from Spθq and Tpθq. Since the entries of
Spθq and Tpθq are analytic we easily deduce that `Ipθq is also analytic. Therefore both sets in (2.20) have
n-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero if `Ipθq is not identically zero for all I Ď t1, . . . , nu. In particular, this
would imply that the exceptional set of Theorem 6 has n-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero. Unfortunately,
we have yet to discover a proof that `Ipθq is not identically zero due to the complexity of the definition of
`Ipθq. However, we conjecture that this is the case and give some examples for n “ 3. In particular,
`t1upθq “ cos2 η2 cos2 η3,
`t1,2upθq “ ´6 sin η1 sin η2 cos η1 cos η2 cos4 η3 ´ 3 sin2 η1 cos2 η2 cos4 η3 ´ 3 sin2 η2 cos2 η1 cos4 η3´
3 sin η1 sin η3 cos η1 cos
2 η2 cos
3 η3 ´ 3 sin η2 sin η3 cos2 η1 cos η2 cos3 η3,
`t1,2,3upθq “ 9 sin η2 sin3 η3 cos3 η2 cos η3 cos4 η1 ` 9 sin3 η2 sin η3 cos η2 cos3 η3 cos4 η1`
9 sin η1 sin
3 η2 cos η2 cos
4 η3 cos
3 η1 ` 9 sin η1 sin3 η3 cos4 η2 cos η3 cos3 η1`
9 sin3 η1 sin η2 cos
3 η2 cos
4 η3 cos η1 ` 9 sin3 η1 sin η3 cos4 η2 cos3 η3 cos η1`
18 sin2 η2 sin
2 η3 cos
2 η2 cos
2 η3 cos
4 η1 ` 18 sin2 η1 sin2 η2 cos2 η2 cos4 η3 cos2 η1`
18 sin2 η1 sin
2 η3 cos
4 η2 cos
2 η3 cos
2 η1 ` 45 sin η1 sin η2 sin2 η3 cos3 η2 cos2 η3 cos3 η1`
45 sin η1 sin
2 η2 sin η3 cos
2 η2 cos
3 η3 cos
3 η1 ` 45 sin2 η1 sin η2 sin η3 cos3 η2 cos3 η3 cos2 η1,
and
`t1upθ0q “ 116 ‰ 0, `t1,2upθ0q “ ´
27
128
‰ 0, `t1,2,3upθ0q “ 21874096 ‰ 0,
where θ0 “ p0, pi{3, 2pi{3q. Of course the remaining functions `t2upθq, `t3upθq, `t1,3upθq, and `t2,3upθq cannot
be identically zero by symmetry.
Finally, we show that the two sets
tθ P Rn : ∆ppθq “ ´1u (2.21)
and
tθ P Rn : ∆ppθq “ ´1, cosη has no zero components, and n`pcosηq “ n´ 1u (2.22)
are non-empty for all n ě 3 and n ě 5 respectively. Therefore by applying Theorems 2 and 6 we deduce our
final main result Theorem 7.
Theorem 7. For every n ě 3, there exists an ω and γ for which the Kuramoto model (1.1) has a bifurcation
which involves two branches of phase-locked solutions colliding as σ increases. Furthermore, for every n ě 5,
there exists an ω and γ for which the Kuramoto model (1.1) has a bifurcation which involves a branch of
stable phase-locked solutions colliding with a branch of 1-saddles as σ increases.
We include the proof of Theorem 7 here because the proof is an application of an important property of
the matrices Spθq and Tpθq given in Lemma 8.
Lemma 8. Let 1 ď n ď n˜ and for any θ “ pθ1, . . . , θnq P Rn set rθ “ pθ1, . . . , θn, θ1, . . . , θ1q P Rn˜. Then
rSprθq “ ˜p n˜n q2Spθq . . .... . . .
¸
and rTprθq “ ˜p n˜n q2Tpθq . . .... . . .
¸
.
In other words, Spθq and Tpθq are positive multiples of the upper left n ˆ n submatrices of rSprθq and rTprθq
respectively.
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Proof of Theorem 7. We start with the first statement for n ě 3 and setrθ0 “ p0.86727, 1.84593, 3.88114, 0.86727, . . . , 0.86727q P Rn. (2.23)
Note that rθ0 reduces to θ0 in (2.11) when n “ 3. By Lemma 8 we know that
detprRτ prθ0qt1,2uq “ ´n3¯4 detpRτ pθ0qt1,2uq “ ´n3¯4 `´0.01174n4τ ´ 0.01162˘
and
detprRτ prθ0qt1,2u,iq “ ´n3¯2 detpRτ pθ0qt1,2u,iq “ ´n3¯2
#
0.55240τ ´ 1.42429 if i “ 1,
0.44330τ ´ 1.53160 if i “ 2.
Therefore ∆pprθ0q “ ´1 for each n ě 3 and the result follows from Theorem 6.
In a similar way we prove the second statement for n ě 5 by settingrθ0 “ p3.80063, 1.47760, 6.77075, 5, 78071, 4.79067, 3.80063, . . . , 3.80063q P Rn. (2.24)
Again note that rθ0 reduces to θ0 in (2.12) when n “ 5. By Lemma 8 we know that
detprRτ prθ0qt1,2uq “ ´n5¯4 detpRτ pθ0qt1,2uq “ ´n5¯4 p´0.00024τ ` 0.00191q
and
detprRτ prθ0qt1,2u,iq “ ´n5¯2 detpRτ pθ0qt1,2u,iq “ ´n5¯2
#
0.02296τ ´ 0.18050 if i “ 1,
0.01844τ ´ 0.15351 if i “ 2.
Therefore ∆pprθ0q “ ´1 for each n ě 5 and cos rη0 “ p´0.68327, 0.54866, 0.54866, 0.54866, 0.54866, 1, . . . , 1q.
Therefore the result follows from Theorems 2 and 6. 
For 3 ď n ď 4 we used Mathematica to minimize δpθ,γq subject to the same conditions on the charac-
teristic polynomial as those used to find θ0 and γ in (2.12). However, we were unable to obtain a negative
value for δpθ,γq. This gives numerical evidence that Theorem 7 is best possible although we admit that we
do not have a proof of this.
We end this section by briefly presenting Theorem 7 as a constructive algorithm. For the first part of
Theorem 7 choose any n ě 3 and complete the following steps:
(1) Set θ0 as in (2.23),
(2) Find a vector x P Rną0 such that hpcosη0qx “ 0 and xJTpθ0qx ă 0,
(3) Set γ “ hpxq´1, σ0 “ 1, and ω “ gpθ0,γq.
The existence of the vector in (2) is guaranteed by the proofs of Theorems 6 and 7. Then our choice of γ
results in the equations detRedpJpθ0,γqq “ hpcosη0qx “ 0 and δpθ0,γq “ xJTpθ0qx ă 0. Therefore the
Kuramoto model with parameters ω and γ has the desired bifurcation at pθ, σq “ pθ0, σ0q by Theorem 2.
For the second part of Theorem 7 choose any n ě 5 and set θ0 as in (2.24).
3. Other Directions and Future Work
As mentioned in the introduction our bifurcation in Figure 1a is locally a subcritical saddle-node bifur-
cation and globally an S-curve. We conjecture that this is generically the case. (Note that we discussed the
genericity of the subcritical saddle-node bifurcation heuristically after the statement of Theorem 2.
One may wonder if we can numerically generate higher order S-curves. This can occur if we have a
hysteresis point which we then perturb. In our case a hysteresis point is a pair pθ0,γq for which the curve
θpsq is tangential to the level set detRedpJpθ0,γqq “ 0. In other words, the curve has a higher order of
contact with the level set. If we can make this order of contact high enough we should be able to construct
a higher order S-curve. To do this we set
det
Red
pJpθpsq,γq “
8ÿ
k“0
akpθ0,γqsk
and deduce that
a0pθ,γq “ det
Red
pJpθ,γqq and ak`1pθ,γq “ xvpθ,γq,∇θakpθ,γqy
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for k ě 0. We say that the curve θpsq has order of contact d with the level set detRedpJpθ,γqq “ 0 at θ0 if
adpθ0,γq ‰ 0 and akpθ0,γq “ 0 for 0 ď k ă d.
We executed this strategy and set a0pθ0,γq “ a1pθ0,γq “ a2pθ0,γq “ 0 and numerically found the values
θ0 “ p5.00250, 3.78647, 2.09311, 4.35320, 5.58644, 0.99502q,
γ “ p0.87815, 1.22758, 2.45939, 0.51472, 6.30989, 2.91474q.
We then perturbed the value of θ0 by
1 “ p0.04000, 0.02000, 0.01000, 0.01000, 0.01000,´0.02968q,
2 “ p0.02000,´0.02000, 0.04000,´0.03000,´0.01000,´0.16604q,
which leads to the values
det
Red
pJpθ0,γqq “ 0 and δpθ0,γq “ 0,
det
Red
pJpθ0 ` 1,γqq “ 0 and δpθ0 ` 1,γq “ ´6.18641,
det
Red
pJpθ0 ` 2,γqq “ 0 and δpθ0 ` 2,γq “ 12.7292,
and the three figures in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. (A) A plot of σpsq for rθ0 “ θ0. Note that σpsq is extra flat at s “ 0. (B) A plot of σpsq
for rθ0 “ θ0 ` 1. Note that σpsq develops a local maximum at s “ 0. (C) σpsq for rθ0 “ θ0 ` 2.
Note that σpsq develops a local minimum at s “ 0. Again, the dashed green lines are there to help
visualize the behavior of σpsq near s “ 0. Note that all three plots have characteristics similar to
the plots of certain quartic polynomials.
We note that the equations akpθ0,γq “ 0 become complex at an alarming rate as n or k increases, and it
is for this reason only that we do not push this method farther to search for a higher order S-curve.
Next, now that we know the sets (2.21) and (2.22) are non-empty, it is natural to ask if they have any
discernible structure or if we can estimate their size. Although we do not provide results in this direction, we
demonstrate an interesting relationship in Figure 5. It would be interesting to determine if the sets (2.21)
and (2.22) are closely related to the order parameter in general. Finally, another class of sets that would be
interesting to study are
tγ P Rną0 : det
Red
pJpθ,γqq “ 0 and δpθ,γq ă 0u
for fixed θ P Rn. In particular, estimating its measure would be an interesting problem.
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Figure 5. (A) A density plot of ∆ppθq “ ∆qpθq. (Note that equality holds almost everywhere by
our discussion following Theorem 6.) (B) A density plot of the order parameter r. In both plots
we again projected R3 onto the mean-zero plane 1K via the variables φ “ Pθ. Note that the white
regions in (A) correspond to the white and black regions in (B) and that the black region in (A)
corresponds to the blue region in (B). Therefore the region tθ P R3 : ∆ppθq “ ∆qpθq “ ´1u is
roughly the set of θ for which r isn’t too large or too small.
4. Conclusion
We derived a criterion for the Kuramoto model on a ring network with positive coupling to exhibit a
bifurcation in which two branches of phase-locked solutions collide as σ increases. Furthermore, we derived a
sufficient condition for one of these branches to consist of stable phase-locked solutions. We then applied our
criteria to show that for any n ě 3 we can choose ω and γ so that this bifurcation occurs. (We require that
n ě 5 to guarantee the existence of ω and γ for which one of the branches consists of stable phase-locked
solutions.) We conjecture that generically our bifurcation is locally a subcritical bifurcation and globally an
S-curve.
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6. Appendix
We start by making a definition that significantly shortens the proofs of Lemma 4 and Lemma 8.
Definition 8. Let u P Rn and f : R Ñ R be given. Define the diagonal matrix Du P Rnˆn and the vector
fpuq P Rn by
pDuqii “ ui and fpuqi “ fpuiq.
Now we give proofs of all relevant theorems and lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 2. Note that npθ0,γq is a normal vector for the level set tθ P Rn : detRedpJpθ,γqq “ 0u
at θ0 pointing in the direction of most rapid increase for detRedpJpθ,γqq. From (2.5) we conclude that
det
Red
pJpθpsq,γqq
$’&’%
ą 0 if s ă 0 is small,
“ 0 if s “ 0,
ă 0 if s ą 0 is small,
and
dσ
ds
$’&’%
ą 0 if s ă 0 is small,
“ 0 if s “ 0,
ă 0 if s ą 0 is small,
(6.1)
where θpsq and σpsq are given in Lemma 3. In other words, σp0q “ σ0 is a local maximum.
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Next, by Theorem 2.9 of [2] we have that
#positive eigenvalues of Jpθ,γq “ #ti : γi cos ηi ą 0u ´
#
1 if
řn
i“1
1
γi cos ηi
ą 0,
0 if
řn
i“1
1
γi cos ηi
ă 0.
For all θ in a sufficiently small neighborhood of θ0 we have that #ti : γi cos ηi ą 0u “ n`pcosη0q and that
nÿ
i“1
1
γi cos ηi
“ 1
n
˜
nź
i“1
1
γi cos ηi
¸
det
Red
pJpθ,γqq
has the same sign as p´1qn´n`pcosη0q detRedpJpθ,γqq. 
Proof of Lemma 3. We will only prove (2.10). To do this set rpsq :“ ω ´ σpsqgpθpsq,γq. Then
P
dr
ds
“ ´σ1psqPgpθpsq,γq ´ σpsqPJpθpsq,γqvpθpsq,γq
“ ´σ1psqPgpθpsq,γq ` σpsqPJpθpsq,γqPJ adjpPJpθpsq,γqPJqPgpθpsq,γq
“ r´σ1psq ` σpsqdet
Red
pJpθpsq,γqsPgpθpsq,γq “ 0.
But r is orthogonal to 1 which spans the nullspace of P. Therefore we conclude that rpsq “ rp0q “ 0. 
Proof of Lemma 4. We first note that (2.18) follows from the identity
BJvpθ,γq “ det
Red
pJpθ,γqq
˜˜
1JDsinηD´1cosη1
1JD´1γ D´1cosη1
¸
D´1γ ´Dsinη
¸
D´1cosη1 “ Cpθqhpγq (6.2)
since the restriction B : 1K Ñ 1K is invertible and npθ,γqJ “ nhpγqJ∇θhpcosηq “ hpγqJApθq. For
reference later we note the identities
gpθ,γq “ BDγ sinη and Jpθ,γq “ BDγDcosηBJ. (6.3)
We start from the equation pPJpθ,γqPJqPvpθ,γq “ ´ detRedpJpθ,γqqPgpθ,γq which simplifies to Jpθ,γqvpθ,γq
“ ´detRedpJpθ,γqqgpθ,γq since PPJ “ I and PJP “ I´ 1n11J. By (6.3) we have that
BDγDcosηB
Jvpθ,γq “ ´ det
Red
pJpθ,γqqBDγDsinη1
hence there exists a scalar x such that
BJvpθ,γq “ ´det
Red
pJpθ,γqqDsinηD´1cosη1` xD´1γ D´1cosη1
since the null space of B is spanned by 1. In fact we find that
x “ det
Red
pJpθ,γqq1
JDsinηD´1cosη1
1JD´1γ D´1cosη1
by noting that 1JBJ “ 0. This verifies the first half of (6.2). Next we note that
det
Red
pJpθ,γqqDsinηD´1cosη1 “ nDsinηD´1cosη1hpcosηqJhpγq
and that
det
Red
pJpθ,γqq
˜
1JDsinηD´1cosη1
1JD´1γ D´1cosη1
¸
D´1γ D´1cosη1 “ n
˜
nÿ
k“1
sin ηk
cos ηk
¸
Dhpcosηqhpγq
by Theorem 1 where
npDsinηD´1cosη1hpcosηqJqij “ n sin ηicos ηihpcosηqj
and
n
˜
nÿ
k“1
sin ηk
cos ηk
¸
pDhpcosηqqij “
#
n
´řn
k“1
sin ηk
cos ηk
¯
hpcosηqj if i “ j,
0 if i ‰ j,
which verifies the second half of (6.2). 
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Proof of Lemma 5. Following the arguments in [11] we easily find that
min
xPRně0
xJRx
}x}21
ě t if and only if min
iPI detpRI,iq ď 0 or
detpRIqř
iPI detpRI,iq
ě t
for every I Ď t1, . . . , nu. This is of course equivalent to
min
xPRně0
xJRx
}x}21
ă t if and only if min
iPI detpRI,iq ą 0 and
detpRIqř
iPI detpRI,iq
ă t
for some I Ď t1, . . . , nu. Taking the infimum over all such t gives the result. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Suppose that ∆ppθ0q “ ´1. Then there exists an I P Ipθ0q such that
lim
τÑ8
detpRτ pθ0qIqř
iPI detpRτ pθ0qI,iq
“  ă 0.
By Lemma 5 there exists vectors xτ P Rně0 such that }xτ }1 “ 1 and
xJτ Rτ pθ0qxτ “ phpcosη0qJxτ q2τ ` xJτ Tpθ0qxτ ă 2
for all sufficiently large τ . But the unit ball tx P Rn : }x}1 “ 1u is compact so there exists an infinite sequence
τ1 ă τ2 ă . . . with τn Ñ 8 such that limnÑ8 xτn “ x exists. Now the second term xJτ Tpθ0qxτ is bounded
since }xτ }1 “ 1. Therefore hpcosη0qJx “ limnÑ8 hpcosη0qJxτn “ 0. Also, the first term phpcosη0qJxτ q2
is non-negative so that xJTpθ0qx “ limnÑ8 xJτnTpθ0qxτn ď {2.
Clearly x P Rně0 and }x}1 “ 1. Therefore hpcosη0qJx “ 0 implies that hpcosη0q has at least one positive
component and at least one negative component. Therefore we can slightly modify x to obtain a new vectorrx P Rną0 such that hpcosη0qJrx “ 0 and rxJTpθ0qrx ă 0. By Lemma 4 we can choose γ P Rną0 such thatrx “ hpγq. Then detRedpJpθ0,γqq “ hpcosη0qJrx “ 0 and δpθ0,γq “ rxJTpθ0qrx ă 0 so that (2.5) is satisfied.
Now suppose that there exists a γ satisfying (2.5). Then the vector x “ hpγq P Rną0 satisfies
xJRτ pθ0qx “ det
Red
pJpθ0,γqq2τ ` δpθ0,γq ă 0
for all τ . By Lemma 5 this implies that for each τ there exists an Iτ P Ipθ0q such that detpRτ pθ0qIτ q ă 0.
But Ipθ0q is finite so there exits an I P Ipθ0q such that detpRτnpθ0qIq ă 0 for a sequence τ1 ă τ2 ă . . . with
τn Ñ 8. However, detpRτnpθ0qIq is a polynomial in τ so that in fact detpRτnpθ0qIq ă 0 for all sufficiently
large τ . Therefore we obtain that ∆qpθ0q “ ´1. 
Proof of Lemma 8. We first note that rη “ pη1, . . . , ηn, 0, . . . , 0q P Rn˜ where η “ pη1, . . . , ηnq P Rn. Therefore
hpcos rηqi “ #hpcosηqi if 1 ď i ď n,śn
j“1 cos ηj if n ă i ď n˜,
demonstrating the first equality. Next we note that
rCprθq “ ˜ n˜nCpθq . . .
0
. . .
¸
from Definition 4. Also we have that
rHpcos rηq “ ˜Hpcosηq . . .... . . .
¸
and rAprθq “ n˜ rHpcos rηqrDsin rη rBJ and Apθq “ nHpcosηqDsinηBJ
where rH and H are the Jacobians of rh and h respectively. Therefore
rTprθq “ n˜ rHpcos rηqrDsin rη rBJprBJq´1 rCprθq “
˜
n˜
nHpcosηq . . .
...
. . .
¸ˆ
Dsinη 0
0 0
˙˜ n˜
nCpθq . . .
0
. . .
¸
“
˜p n˜n q2HpcosηqDsinηCpθq . . .
...
. . .
¸
“
˜p n˜n q2HpcosηqDsinηBpBJq´1Cpθq . . .
...
. . .
¸
“
˜p n˜n q2Tpθq . . .
...
. . .
¸
completing the proof. 
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